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Lesson Objectives
▪ Recognize and interpret imagery in poetry and understand its usefulness
▪ Differentiate between literal and figurative language
▪ Identify and interpret figures of speech
▪ Understand the meaning of some common collocations
▪ Form strong collocations
▪ Write and present a short self-introduction
▪ Recreate a scene from a Shakespearean play and dramatize it in a modern-day

setting

Reading



Lesson Objectives

▪ Identify the subject and the predicate of a sentence
▪ Recognize subject-verb inversion in a sentence and know its uses
▪ Determine one’s purpose for writing a paragraph
▪ Construct a topic outline for one’s paragraph

Language



Before Reading
Read each word and its corresponding meaning, and then answer the exercise that
follows.

Answer this on page 2 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 

Important Words



Knowledge Activation
Have you ever heard of the idiom “building castles in the air”? What 

does it mean? Write down the meaning of this expression on the left column. 
Then on each box on the right column, write down the goals you want to 
achieve at the end of your first year in high school. 

Answer this on page 3 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 



Knowledge Activation
Discuss the passage you heard. Share your opinions and thoughts about it. Use 
the questions below as guide in your discussion:

1. Who is the writer talking to?

2. Is the writer’s message positive or negative?

3. According to the writer, what challenges will you face in high school?

4. What advice did the writer give in relation to these challenges?

5. What other things do you think will help you overcome these challenges?



Read “Air Castles” by Juan F. Salazar 
on your EnglishTek 7 Anthology,

pg. 2

Literary Selection 



Understanding Literature
Imagery is a technique used by poets to re-create sensory experiences. Through 
the use of sensory language the writer is able to evoke images that help readers 
imagine and interpret lines in the poem. 

Sensory language refers to the words and phrases that appeal to the sense of 
sight, touch, smell, taste, and hearing.

Example:
My future seems a boundless sea,

Where moving passions come and go.

Literary Analysis



Activity
Answer the following questions. Cite examples from 
the poem to explain each response.

• What other images are created in your mind as you
read “Air Castles”?

• What concepts or ideas do you associate with
these images?

• How do these images help you understand the
poem better?
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Activity
Imagery is evident in several Philippine poems as well. Read the poems that your 
teacher will assign to you. Then, complete the chart by interpreting the imagery 
used in the lines from each poem. 
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Answer this on page 5 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 



Skills Development
Understanding Figurative Language and Collocations

Figurative language is a special way of using language. It differs from ordinary
speech because it recreates the literal meaning of certain words.

1. Simile – Two different things are compared through the use of words such as
“like” or “as.” Simile suggests that one thing resembles the other in a particular
respect. (e.g. Chloe is like a flower.)

2. Metaphor – Somewhat similar to simile except for the use of “like” or “as”; A
metaphor states that one thing is the other thing. (e.g. All the world’s a stage.)



Skills Development
3. Personification – non-human entities are given huma-like attributes or abilities.
(e.g. The sun is smiling down on us.)

4. Hyperbole – use of exaggeration to heighten effect. (e.g. It’s so hot I can fry an
egg on the hood of my car.)

5. Synecdoche – A part is used to denote the whole thing or the other way around.
(e.g. He has six mouths to feed

The history of the Philippines is interesting.)

6. Onomatopeia – Words imitate the sound of the things they stand for. (e.g.
tick-tock, choo-choo, whoosh, vroom)



Skills Development
A collocation refers to the combination and the use of words to form a fixed
meaning.



Skills Development
Phrasal verbs are figurative expressions that are composed of a verb and a particle.
Changing one part of the phrasal verb often changes its meaning.



Responding to Literature

Oral Communication

In “Air Castles,” the speaker talked about his or her plans for succeeding in the
future. Write a short self-introduction you will recite in class and tell details about
your own plans. Include the following in your self-introduction.

Answer this on page 8 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 



Rubric
Criteria 4 3 2 1

Content Discussed/ 
presented all the 
main points with 
details that 
strengthen the 
idea(s).

Discussed/ 
presented the main 
points with 
relevant ideas

Discussed/ 
presented the main 
points, but with 
irrelevant details

Did not 
discuss/present 
the main points; 
mostly irrelevant 
details

Voice Voice is clear, 
enthusiastic, 
confident, and 
loud enough

Missing one 
element

Missing several 
elements

Missing most of 
the elements

Eye Contact Student makes 
eye contact with 
audience

Makes some eye 
contact

Rarely makes eye 
contact

Almost no eye 
contact

Mastery/Prepar
edness

Shows 
mastery/prepared
ness so he/she 
does not read 
from notes from 
time to time

Sometimes read 
from the 
board/notes

Depends heavily on 
board/notes

Read the whole 
time



Responding to Literature

Research and Writing

With a group, choose a scene from a Shakespearean play. Re-
create the scene by creating dialogue and characters in a modern-
day setting.

Answer this on page 8 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 



Rubric
Criteria 4 3 2 1

Accuracy/Believability Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
always realistic 
and consistently in 
character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions proposed 
were usually 
realistic in 
character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
often realistic in 
character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
rarely realistic in 
character

Speech/Clarity Speech is always 
clear and easy to 
understand

Speech is usually 
clear and easy to 
understand

Speech is often 
clear and easy to 
understand

Speech is rarely 
clear and easy to 
understand

Expression/Body 
Language

Always expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Usually expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Often expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Rarely expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Contextualization Employed modern 
perspective to all 
the important 
elements of the 
literature

Employed modern 
perspective to 
most of the 
important elements 
of the literature

Employed 
modern 
perspective to 
some of the 
important 
elements of the 
literature

Employed 
modern 
perspective to 
few the 
important 
elements of the 
literature



Grammar Review

Subject and Predicate
The subject is the topic of the sentence. Meanwhile, the predicate says 

what the subject is being or doing. 

e.g. My life’s tomorrow beckons me from distant mountains. 

In declarative sentences, the subject is commonly found at the beginning 
of the sentence. On the other hand, the subject is missing in imperative sentences 
because the subject “you” is implied.

e.g. (You) Work harder with high resolve to try again. 



Grammar Review
While it is common to find the subject before the predicate, there are

many instances where the subject comes after the predicate. This is referred to as
the subject-verb inversion.



Grammar Workout

Answer the Grammar Workout activities on your 
EnglishTek7 (worktext), 

Page 10-11



Collaborative Task
Form a group with five to seven members. Think of yourselves as a group

alien refugees still adjusting to life on planet Earth. Assign one or two members of
the group to host a talk show, while the rest will be acting as alien refugees asked
to guest on the talk show. The alien refugees will be asked to describe their first
time doing human activities as if it is new or strange for them. Prepare to present
the talk show in class. You may discuss the following activities or come up with your
own:

• First time to wash clothes
• First day in school
• First dental appointment
• First visit to a pet shop



Rubric
Criteria 4 3 2 1

Accuracy/Believability Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
always realistic 
and consistently 
in character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
usually realistic in 
character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, 
and solutions 
proposed were 
often realistic 
in character

Point-of-view, 
arguments, and 
solutions 
proposed were 
rarely realistic 
in character

Speech/Clarity Speech is always 
clear and easy to 
understand

Speech is usually 
clear and easy to 
understand

Speech is often 
clear and easy 
to understand

Speech is 
rarely clear and 
easy to 
understand

Expression/Body 
Language

Always 
expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Usually 
expresses 
emotion through 
voice, facial 
expression, and 
gestures

Often 
expresses 
emotion 
through voice, 
facial 
expression, 
and gestures

Rarely 
expresses 
emotion 
through voice, 
facial 
expression, and 
gestures



Writing Topic
Writing With a Purpose

If you have written a set of sentences focusing on a particular idea or a 
theme, you may have already built an outline for an actual paragraph. A paragraph 
is a unit of thought that is centered on a specific idea or theme. The sentence 
containing the central theme or idea is called the topic sentence while the 
sentences that support the central theme are called supporting sentences.

In developing a paragraph, you plan ahead by thinking about your main 
purpose which could probably any of the following:

1. to express yourself
2. to inform your readers
3. to analyze a concept or idea
4. to persuade readers to do or think about something



Activity

A. List possible titles for the following 
topics. Based on the titles you 
wrote, identify a possible purpose 
for writing for your paragraph.

1. High School
2. Joining a Club
3. Computers and Education
4. School Meals
5. Making Friends

B. Choose a title from those you wrote 
for A and write a topic outline for your 
paragraph

Answer this on page 13 (EnglishTek 7, Worktext) 



WRITING RUBRIC

Criteria Needs 
improvement Fair Good Excellent

Punctuation

Student did not 
observe the use of 
correct 
punctuation.

Student used 
punctuation 
inaccurately for 
most sentences.

Student used 
accurate 
punctuation for 
some sentences.

Student used 
accurate 
punctuation for 
every sentence.

Capitalization

Student did not 
observe the use of 
correct 
capitalization.

Student used 
capitalization 
inaccurately for 
most sentences.

Student used 
accurate 
capitalization for 
some sentences.

Student used 
accurate 
capitalization for 
every sentence.

Content

Student did not 
provide all the 
necessary details 
for the task.

Student provided 
some necessary 
details for the task.

Student provided 
most of the 
necessary details 
for the task.

Student provided 
all the necessary 
details for the 
written task.

Grammar
Student’s grammar 
use is 
unacceptable.

Most of the 
students’ 
sentences did not 
follow the 
acceptable 
grammar.

Most of the 
students’ 
sentences 
followed 
acceptable 
grammar.

Student wrote 
sentences 
following the 
acceptable 
grammar.
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Thank you!


